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In todayâ€™s age, many people are looking to manage stress, heal their bodies, and grow personally.
Yoga, meditation, acupuncture, therapy, massage, etc have all entered into the norm of over-all
health and mind-body-spirit balancing. Energy healing is also a form of addressing the underlying
energy blocks that lead to stress and disconnection. Life is accelerating and we are becoming more
technologically advanced. As a result many people are looking to counter balance with stress-
reducing techniques or to grow mentally, emotionally and spiritually.

Energy Healing is a modality that addresses the underlying layers of stress, emotional blockage,
loss, confusion, sadness, etc. Our bodies are made up of energy and our cells carry information
about who we are and what our life experiences have been which determine the overall state of well-
being. Many of our current emotional or physical symptoms originate from energy blockages that
occurred years prior.

Through energy healing, an intuitive energy healer will use their gift of intuition to perceive the
energy in another person. They tune into what their client is struggling with and what the blockages
are. Through breath, intention and the process of bringing in light to the body, the client will be
invited to release the stuck or blocked energy. The client then feels a sense of relief, a deeper
awareness of what just got cleared and perhaps a shift in life going forward

Energy healing is important because it teaches people that thoughts are not in the brain alone.
There is a whole deeper information system that is not visible to the naked eye. Itâ€™s called the
energetic body. By understanding the energetic body, you explore a whole new world of knowledge
on who you are, how you live your life and how you carry your energy. This becomes vital when
choosing to grow personally. All the information about 2012 speaks to the fact that we have to
consider our spiritual health when looking to optimize health overall. Energy healing is a way to
sooth and heal on a soul-level, which in turn, reduces stress, restores peace and supports physical
and emotional healing.

2012 is considered the year for a major â€œConsciousness Shiftâ€• by many spiritual teachers and
leaders. Many people are becoming more aware of themselves and of life around them. As a result,
people are becoming more conscious. It is as if a person has lived in the dark for a while and all of a
sudden a light goes on and that person can see so much more about their life then they were ever
able to see before. This is a shift in perception followed by a desire to know more and heal on
deeper levels. A person who has this experience, may not go to the doctor to get an answer about
whatâ€™s happening to them. That was the old way. Instead, that person may seek out meditation, a
spiritual teacher, yoga, or energy healing.

As we advance into 2012 it is becoming more prevalent to heal from a body-mind-spirit level. We
are seeing this reflected in industry changes. In 2011, Americans spent almost $34 Billion dollars on
alternative therapies (source: http://nccam.nih.gov/news/2009/073009.htm). We are even seeing
medical schools embracing alterative medicine (soure: http://www.usnews.com/education/best-
graduate-schools/articles/2011/04/12/medical-schools-embrace-alternative-medicine)

It may be assumed that these therapies treat the physical body, but when approaching healing from
a holistic perspective, there will automatically be a shift in the energetic body. As we enter the age
of progressive healing, energy healing is an extremely supportive modality for reducing stress,
calming the spirit and over-all well-being.
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Wendy De Rosa - About Author:
Wendy De Rosa is an intuitive energy healer.Wendy offers intuitive healings in-person and around
the country by phone. She teaches workshops, retreats and classes and offers a Free Conference
Call Healing every 3rd Tuesday of the Month. All are welcome to call in to receive energy healing!
Wendy creates a wonderful space of Divine light for you to heal in. Visit our calendar for all updated
on events and conference calls.a seven chakras,a  heart chakra
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